Abstract -In biometric systems, reference threshold is defined as a value that can decide the authenticity of a person. Authenticity means whether the person is genuine or intruder. The statistical calculation of various values like reference threshold, FAR (False Acceptance Rate), FRR (False Rejection Rate) are required for realtime automated biometric authentication system because the measurement of biometric features are statistical values. In this paper, the need of reference threshold, how reference threshold value is calculated is explained mathematically. Various factors on which reference threshold value depends are discussed. It is also explained that how selection of correct value of reference threshold plays an important role in authentication system. Experimental results describe the selection of reference threshold value for palmprint biometric system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, biometrics has been associated synonymously with reliability and security [1] [2] [3] [10] [16] [17] . Biometrics is replacing other factors of authentication (password and token) in security, privacy protection, e-commerce and personal authentication to name few [19] [20] [22] [24] . In biometric authentication system reference threshold, FAR, FRR goes hand in hand. All the factors affect each other and have to be optimized for real time authentication system [4] [5] [7] [8] [18] . In simple words, reference threshold can be defined as a value that can decide whether a person is genuine or intruder by using biometric authentication as shown in Fig.1 . Figure 2 clearly illustrates how reference threshold comparison helps in deciding the person authenticity. Matching of two feature vectors from biometric authentication system is shown in Fig. 2 . Two feature vectors are matched using feature matching or similarity measurement method and the matching score generated is compared with reference threshold value [6] [9] . It is basically the value of reference threshold that authenticates the person as genuine or imposter. FAR can be defined as the rate at which a nonauthorized person is authorized as genuine. The FRR is defined as the rate of a genuine person getting rejected. The selection of reference threshold value depends on various factors like number of hands used for training and quality of image captured.
The security aspect of biometric is associated with the ability to prevent false acceptance [11] The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes about background of reference threshold, FAR and FRR. In section III proposed reference threshold calculations algorithm is explained. Application of the proposed algorithm on palmprint biometric is discussed in section IV and section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND OF REFERENCE THRESHOLD, FAR AND FRR

A. Reference Threshold
Accuracy plays an important role in authentication system and it depends on the value of reference threshold chosen. As it is described earlier, reference threshold can be defined as a value which decides whether the person is genuine or imposter as shown in Fig.1 .
The feature vectors mentioned in Fig. 2 A matching algorithm describes the degree of similarity between two feature vectors. In this paper, Euclidean Distance similarity measurement method is used. Euclidean distance involves computation of square root of the sum of the squares of the differences between two feature vectors given by (1) .
where
FV , are feature vectors with length ‗m'. ‗i', ‗j' are the iterators on the feature vector database. Euclidean Distance value -0‖ signifies both feature vectors are exactly same and a value approaching -0‖ signifies both feature vectors belongs to same hand.
The matching of two feature vectors and the matching score generated because of the comparison is analyzed on the basis of reference threshold. The feature vectors are basically features stored in vector form and referred as feature vector.
From Fig.2 , if the matching score generated should be less than or equal to reference threshold, the user is considered as genuine. It is represented by (2) So, choosing right value of reference threshold is very important in authentication system. Training of the system is done to find suitable value of reference threshold.
Biometric identification using feature matching is a statistical process. The variations in various conditions between enrolment and acquisition stage like noise, illumination and body changes (temporary or permanent) can never lead to 100% match. In knowledge and token based methods, only 100% match is considered and smallest deviation can lead to non-access. In biometric, there is no clear line between a match and a non-match. Matching depends on the two data sets to be compared and the margin of error set. Type of biometric and the application of biometric decide the percentage of Copyright © 2014 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2014, 2, 46-53 probability of matching. As a result, biometric systems are never considered 100% accurate. In real time authentication system, if a person's hand is compared with the samples present in the database, the authenticity depends on the matching score. Even if the same hands are compared in authentication system, there will not be 100% matching. The matching score (MS) will have some value, shown in Fig.3 . Similarly, when two very different hands are compared even then the matching score will have some value as shown in Fig.4 . It's the decision of correct value of reference threshold value which basically differentiates the same hands from different hands and it can also be concluded from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . So, it is very important to choose correct value of reference threshold.
Choosing wrong value of reference threshold can lead to two kinds of possible errors: false matches (false acceptance) and false non-matches (false rejection). A false match is said to occur when an acquired template is erroneously matched to a template stored from enrolment, although belonging to two different persons. A false non-match occurs when an acquired template is not matched with the template stored from enrolment, although belonging to the same person. The error rates vary from one biometric to another and also depend on the setting of the threshold.
B. False Acceptance Rate
False Acceptance can be explained from Fig. 9 that the genuine and imposter distribution can be represented by Gaussian curve. There is overlapping of genuine and imposter distribution which has to be fine tuned to one value of reference threshold R TH . Sliding of R TH value to R ' TH leads to decrease in false rejection but increase in false acceptance. Similarly, Sliding of R TH value to R '' TH leads to decrease in false acceptance but increase in false rejection. So, choosing a correct value of reference threshold is very important, otherwise it can lead to false acceptance or false rejection. The accuracy of the authentication system is given by the following (5):
where, FAR is False Acceptance Rate FRR is False Rejection Rate The accuracy of the system increases if the value of FAR, FRR decreases.
III. PROPOSED REFERENCE THRESHOLD CALCULATION ALGORITHM
The real time biometric authentication system works in two stages: system training (Pre-authentication) and authentication. In Pre-authentication system, a database of biometric features is prepared. In addition, individual's threshold values are also identified and stored in database as shown in Fig.10 . These values will later be used in authentication system. Figure 10 . Pre-Authentication system In Authentication system, the authenticity of a person is identified with the help of reference threshold value stored in pre-authentication system database as shown in Fig.11 . Figure 11 . Authentication System After studying about reference threshold, FAR, FRR, next step is how the reference threshold value is calculated. Here, it is explained in detail with an example of palmprint biometric.
In this paper, the palmprint database is divided into two groups G1 and G2. There are, say M number of images for each individual in a database and there is total N number of individuals in the database. (M-1) palmprint images make a group G1 (System training) for each individual as shown in (6) and one palmprint image will make group G2 (Authentication) for each individual as shown in (7). In general, G1 group In Fig.12 , the total number of threshold values among P 1 is (M-1)(M-2),i.e.(54=20, for 5 users in group P 1 ). The matching among person P 1 in group G 1 is tabulated in Table II.   TABLE II (8) Similarly, all N hand image samples matching results are stored in Threshold array (T A ) given by (9) . The maximum and minimum threshold values from TA are divided into NTH number of threshold values.
Finally analyzing all NTH values, a reference threshold value for the system is chosen on the following basis:
(1 
V. CONCLUSION
Reference threshold value plays an important role in authentication system and it is the main factor in authenticating a person as genuine or imposter. In this paper, a new reference threshold calculation technique is implemented for palmprint-based biometric system. A properly structured reference threshold calculation system was developed using various threshold ranges in MATLAB. After analyzing all values in threshold range, the reference threshold is calculated for suitable values of FAR and FRR. Selection of FAR and FRR also plays important role in selecting suitable value of reference threshold. A suitable palmprint database of 600 palmprint images from 100 individuals is obtained. Experimental results signify the selection of reference threshold value for a system also affects FAR, FRR and accuracy of system. It has been represented by statistical values of FAR, FRR and reference threshold. The need of reference threshold and the factors on which reference threshold depends is also discussed.
